Teacher’s Day 2018
On 6th September the event commenced on a beautiful note, welcoming an
auditorium full of teachers to appreciate their yearlong hard work. With glowing faces the
teachers were excited for the events that would entertain them and fill them with joy just
like every year. But this year the event had many other hidden treasures of surprises for the
teachers.
The General Secretary of the Students’ Council TCET opened the event with a
positive attitude and a wave of energy that ran down the spine of every individual in the
auditorium.
Welcoming the guest from Abhilasha Foundation, MCHI and Mr. Milind Parekh, our
Principal Dr. B.K. Mishra revered them with a bouquet of flowers and momemto to felicitate
them for their contribution towards providing financial assistance to needy students. He
further filled the air with a motivated spirit for the teachers and the students.
TCET has students who are graceful Bharatanatyam dancers who performed a
welcome dance representing our Indian tradition. Solo singers with the songs of 70s and 80s
which struck the right chords in teachers’ heart mesmerised them. The smiles on the faces
of teachers were truly priceless.
Teachers’ were surprised with the special event which the Students’ Council
had organised. It was a game for the teachers of TCET. For the first time in TCET the
students asked questions to teachers and the teachers were keen on answering
them. The excitement of the teachers was further leveraged by the gift that they
received for every right answer. Not only did the teachers answer those questions but as
a part of the game they also sang songs in unison with other teachers. This game surely got
the nostalgic about their college days as students.
The a rock band which had a touch of Indian classical instruments. Tabla and flute
along with the western instruments created a melodious environment in the auditorium.
The show was closed with the beautiful voice of Purva Waigoankar who delivered a
performance with the college band.
The last event was group dance which raised the tempo of the auditorium to sky
high levels. During their performance it was difficult for anyone to remain their seats. It was
a performance that teachers will remember and cherish for a long time.
Teachers’ day TCET 2018 was an event that every teacher of TCET will cherish for the
years to come. The success of the event is due to the support of the teachers to student
council TCET 2018.
The event ended with vote of thanks by Dean SSW.
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